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Structural Investigations
using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)

Summary of findings from a
Car Park in Central London
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Beam strips

A typical radargram recorded in the investigtion with annotated interpretations

Additional reinforcement
around columns

slab base underlain
by synthetic membrane

20m 21m 22m 23m 24m 25m 26m

rebar at 200mm separations rebar at 100mm separations

Ground surface 19m
0mm

300mm

150mm

sagging

Whereas traditional cover meters are somewhat
limited in their penetration depth and their application
to complex reinforcement arrangements, a 900 to
2000MHz GPR system can provide high resolution
data to depths of 1000mm and provide a permanent
record of reinforcing mesh (see example and

). The resulting radargrams can highlight
variations in bar spacing and areas of poor mesh
placement (sagging or shallow cover depth). In the
example below, a reflection from the slab base is also
clearly in evidence providing important data on the
slab thickness.below

next page

The GPR technique has proved to be powerful and
versatile in structural investigations.

The capability of modern equipment and software to
acquire and process large 3D volumes of data mean
that a great deal of detailed information can be
obtained from a GPR survey.

High frequency GPR allows rapid non-destructive
coverage, capable of imaging multiple layers of
construction detail, voids and flaws, and the location of
internal metalwork including multiple layers of
reinforcement.

High frequency, high resolution surveys, provide a
non-destructive testing tool for concrete and other
construction materials, allowing their internal structure
and flaws to be images in situ without coring or
breaking out.

Beam strips

Rebar ~150mm centres

Rebar ~240mm centres

Areas of additional rebar
around columns
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For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact:
George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)



Survey examples - Scree and cover depth

Screed is the top finishing layer on a concrete slab.
GPR can be used as a reliable, rapid, non-
destructive means of testing the thickness and
offers total coverage. Here a contour map ( )
of calculated depth to the base of the screed layer
has been produced based on the reflection time of
the radar pulse over the survey area. The screed
layer is clearly defined in the radar data by a high
amplitude reflection. The results show a general
variation as well as some sharp changes in the
depth to screed. Pink areas are those shown to be
below the specified thickness of construction.

right

Defining the depth of screed in building flooring

Blue indicates thicker screed (>75mm)whilst pinksshow less than 45mm

Defining the depth to rebar in floor slab

In this example, GPR was used to determine the
presence and location of metal reinforcement within
a concrete floor slab of a former industrial building.
Information on the orientation, depth to re-bar and
re-bar spacing was also gathered. Using
information from cored slab samples it was possible
to calibrate the GPR data very accurately. The map
( ) shows the location of the rebar picked from the
data together with the depth within the floor slab.
Sagging of the rebar is clearly visible in the data.
The survey was completed in a single day and
covered the entire floor slab of the building.

left

Plan view map of floor slab
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Linear radar reflection
indicative of location of
reinforcement bar in
concrete wall

EASTERN  FACE

SOUTH NORTH

Floor level

2m

Window

Electrical sockets

Average cover depth to
reinforcement layers

Vertical

Horizontal

96mm

78mm

± 7mm

± 24mm

In this example shown , high frequency
GPR was carried out on a series of thick
concrete walls to detect any defects in the
concrete, gaps in the reinforcement and to
check there was sufficient cover depth to the
rebar. Asufficient thickness of concrete cover
is required in order to slow down the
carbonation process towards the rebar and
prevent corrosion and spalling. It the UK this
depth is typically 50mm. The use of
calibrated GPR to verify this across the entire
surface reduces the need for any intrusive
breakouts and helps to target where future
maintenance may be required.

right

Defining the cover depth of rebar in a concrete wall

For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact:
George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)
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Survey examples - Voids in structures

Here a GPR survey was used to determine the
nature of the internal structure of walls at a university
building. The survey (see photo ) was
undertaken using a high frequency 1.5GHz antenna
at a 25cm line spacing to provide high resolution
images of the wall interiors.

The survey was highly effective in showing areas of
wall that contain internal metalwork ( ).
GPR has also been used very effectively in locating
cavities and voids within structures. The radar time
slice ( ) shows a metal flue which runs up
the interior of the wall.

below left
below centre

below right

Detection of voidsinternal metalwork and

Change in reinforcing mesh immediately
above air raid shelter

GPR data collection by hand High amplitude reflections (coloured red)
at 60mm cover depth indicate metal bracing in wall

Time slice at 140mm depth
shows vertical air duct in wall
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TUNNEL

Example of high frequency radar data collected
around tunnel

In the example a high frequency radar
scan utilising a 1.5Ghz and 900Mhz GPR
antenna was undertaken using radial and
lateral scans along a length of tunnel subject to
water ingress. The 2m diameter tunnel, which
linked two of the largest storm water tanks in the
UK was 40mbgl and was constructed of glass
fibre reinforced pipe surrounded by bolted
segmental concrete panels. The likely
presence of voiding in the surrounding ground
was detected in the data, which was used to
target remedial grouting.
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Example Interpreted Results
of Tunnel Anomalies

Potential void in crown

0

Detecting voids under
floor tiles

The stability of floor tiles is based on
the appropiate use of grout. Too
little grout can cause movement
and cracking. In the example
a high frequency 2GHz radar scan
was used to successfully show
voids between the grout, which
enabled the client to target and
inject further grout/resin to prevent
further movement.
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For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact:
George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)



Survey example

The application of Ground Penetrating
Radar (GPR) to the non-destructive
investigation of Historic Buildings

Group of three high amplitude hyperbolic
reflections possibly indicative
of a bow-shaped cramp

High amplitude hyperbolic reflection
possibly indicative of a dowel

Elevation

GPR Survey of an Old Town  Hall

Here a GPR survey using a 1.5GHz antenna located
metal fixings within the columns and lintel of the town
hall facade. is an example radar trace
displaying the different types of reflections recorded.
It is possible to identify the type of metal structure

from the reflection. The diagram opposite
summarises the interpretation. The interpreted data
suggest that corrosion of the metal fixings could be
the cause of cracks appear ing in the
stonework of the Town Hall.
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The utility of the GPR technique in the
investigation of historic buildings is gaining
increasing recognit ion. GPR surveys
have proven to be very useful in the rapid,
and non-destructive, location of metal
structures such as cramps, dowels,
beams and bolts.

Particular success is also recorded in the
measurement of material thickness in
facing stones.

Suitably qualified geophysicists may also need
certified confined space training, rope access
training or other site specific access passes in
order to gain access to various sites.

A

B

B

A Interpretation

Westminster Bridge is the oldest bridge in use in London.
A GPR survey was undertaken to determine the nature

of the internal metalwork and structural beams as part of
major refurbishment works.
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Bow shaped Cramp

Shallow dowel

Deep dowel

For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact:
George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)


